ACHIEVEMENT PIN APPLICATION GUIDELINES
#1 Membership and #2 Bronze

Instructions for Achievement Pin Applications

Fill in your name, age (at least 7 years old as of January 1 of current year), date of birth, club name and years in 4-H (not counting years in Cloverbuds).

Check which pin you are applying for either the #1 Membership or the #2 Bronze. You may receive a pin only once, and you may receive only one Achievement Pin in a 4-H Year.

1. Check the blank and fill in the number of meetings held and the number you attended. If you do not know how many meetings you attended, contact your club’s secretary. If you have joined your 4-H club this current year, the majority of meetings will be computed based upon the number of meetings remaining following your joining the club.

2. Check the blank and write down the number of exhibits. List the event you exhibited in.

3. Check the blank if you have completed the Personal Page and Permanent Record. You may also count a KAP for 7-8 year olds which is the personal page, KAP, photos, permanent record.

For the #2 Bronze Pin, you must have received the Membership Pin. You will need to complete the following additional requirements 1 through 3.

4. Check the blank if you attended a county event. Do not repeat #2. A county or district event can be Supporter’s Picnic, Officer’s Training, County Achievement Celebration, Mini-Fair, Butler County 4-H Fair, Spring Beef Show/Clinic, Spring Meat Goat Show, County 4-H Day, 4-H Camp.

Signature of member required for completion.

Signature of leader verifies that a record book and/or a KAP was turned in to leader and that the leader has reviewed this application. * All record books and KAP’s must be submitted to the Extension Office.

Make sure to use the correct form – April 2016 needs to be on the footer page found on the last page of the application.

Forms must be turned in to the Butler County Extension Office by the announced due date. It will be judged as turned in; once turned in to the Extension Office, applications become final. No changes will be allowed.